Abstract. We describe a family of words in Thompson's group F which present a challenge to the question of finding canonical minimal length representatives, and which show that F is not combable by geodesics. These words have the property that there are only two possible suffixes of long lengths for geodesic paths to the word from the identity; one is of the form g k and the other of the form g −k where g is a generator of the group.
Introduction
Thompson's group F is a remarkable group with a poorly understood but fascinating Cayley graph Γ with respect to its standard finite generating set arising from the standard finite presentation of F : . We showed that this Cayley graph is not almost convex [8] , meaning that metric balls are significantly folded in upon themselves, that there are geodesics which cannot be extended past a given point, ending in dead end elements [7] , and that these dead end elements are all of depth 2. Belk and Bux show that this Cayley graph is additionally not minimally almost convex [2] , and Guba uses it to show that the Dehn function of the group is quadratic [10] . Burillo [4] , Guba [11] and Belk and Brown [1] have considered the growth of the group by trying to compute the size of balls in this Cayley graph as well.
The goal of this paper is to exhibit a family of words in F which:
• show the difficulty of constructing canonical minimal length representatives for elements of F , and • exhibit the failure of this Cayley graph to satisfy the k-fellow traveller property for geodesics from the identity, and thus show that this graph is not combable by geodesics.
We approach the problem of the existence of canonical minimal length representatives for elements of F in this generating set by considering the conditions under which certain generators decrease the word length of elements. Using methods of Fordham [9] we
The first author acknowledges support from PSC-CUNY grant #64459-0033. The second author acknowledges support from an NSF-AWM Mentoring Travel Grant and NSF grant #0305441, and would like to thank Bowdoin College for their hospitality during the writing of this paper. exhibited these conditions geometrically in [7] . In a free group with a free generating set, there is always a unique generator which reduces the word length of a nontrivial word w. In groups with relations, understanding which generators reduce word length of given words can give insight into the geometry of the group.
Our approach towards construction of minimal length representatives is to begin with w ∈ F and find a generator g ∈ {x
±1
0 , x ±1 1 } so that |wg| = |w|−1, where |·| denotes word length in Γ. Iteration of this process will construct minimal length representatives, and a natural goal is to find a canonical way to proceed at words for which several generators decrease word length.
We describe below a class of 'seesaw' words with the following property. If w ∈ F is a seesaw word, then there is a unique generator pair g ±1 ∈ {x ±1 0 , x ±1 1 } which decreases the word length of w. Moreover, only g decreases the word length of wg for many iterations, and similarly only g −1 decreases the word length of wg −1 for many iterations. The existence of these words eliminates the possibility of a selection of unique geodesics to all group elements which satisfy the k-fellow traveller property.
Metric Properties of F
We view elements of F as pairs of finite rooted binary trees, each with the same number of leaves. To see the equivalence of this with the group presentation, we refer the reader to Cannon, Floyd and Parry [5] . We view our trees as consisting of a collection of 'carets', which are interior nodes together with their two downward-directed edges. A leaf ending in a vertex of valence one is called an exposed leaf. A caret may have a right child or a left child, if either or both of its leaves are not exposed. The tree pair diagrams representing the generators x 0 and x 1 are given in Figure 1 .
Tree pair diagrams which satisfy a natural reduction condition give unique representatives of elements of F , as described in [5] and [7] . We will always assume that if w = (T − , T + ) ∈ 
0 with carets and leaves numbered.
F , then the pair of trees is reduced. All the lemmas and theorems below refer to reduced tree pair diagrams.
Viewing elements of F as tree pair diagrams, we use Fordham's method [9] for computing the word length of w ∈ F with respect to the standard finite generating set directly from the tree pair diagram representing w. We now describe this remarkable method.
Fordham begins by dividing the carets in a binary rooted tree into distinct types, roughly left, right and interior. The left side of the tree is the path of left edges beginning at the root caret; the right side is defined analogously. Left (respectively right) carets have one leaf on the left (respectively right) side of the tree. The root caret of the tree is always considered a left caret. First, the carets are numbered using an infix numbering scheme, beginning with zero. According to this infix order, the left child of a caret is numbered before the caret, and any right child is numbered after the caret. Figure 2 provides an example of a tree pair diagram with exposed leaves numbered from left to right, and carets numbered in infix order.
Fordham's caret types are as follows.
(1) L 0 . The first caret on the left side of the tree, farthest away from the root caret. Every nonempty tree has exactly one caret of type L 0 , and it will always have infix number zero. Let w ∈ F be represented by the tree pair diagram (T − , T + ). Fordham forms pairs of caret types; for example, the first pair consists of the type of caret zero in T − and the type of caret zero in T + which will necessarily be of type (L 0 , L 0 ). Each pair of caret types is assigned a weight from the following table. The pair (L 0 , L 0 ) is assigned weight 0 and does not appear in the table below.
Fordham then proves the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Fordham [9] , Theorem 2.5.1). Given a word w ∈ F described by the reduced tree pair diagram (T − , T + ), the length |w| of the word with respect to the generating set {x 0 , x 1 } is the sum of the weights of the caret pairings in (T − , T + ).
Fordham also describes conditions on the shape of the trees to ensure that right multiplication by each generator will change exactly one caret pairing.
Lemma 2.1 (Fordham [9] , Lemma 2.3.1). Let (T − , T + ) be a reduced pair of trees, each having m + 1 carets, representing an element x ∈ F , and g a generator in {x
(1) If g = x 0 , we require that the left subtree of the root of T − is nonempty. Then the reduced tree pair diagram for xg also has m + 1 carets, and there is exactly one i with 0 ≤ i ≤ m so that the pair of caret types of caret i changes when g is applied to x.
Furthermore, Fordham shows that if the requirements of Lemma 2.1 are not met, then there is one additional caret in the reduced tree pair diagram for xg and thus the length increases by 1. The words we describe in Section 4 below will be constructed to satisfy these conditions for x 0 and x −1 0 . Thus, the type of one of three carets will change under multiplication by these generators: the root caret, the right child of the root, or the left child of the root. We refer the reader to [7] for an interpretation of these right multiplications as rotations of the negative tree at those locations.
3. Background 3.1. Minimal length representatives. We now address the question of finding canonical minimal length representatives for elements w = (T − , T + ) ∈ F , when word length is computed using the standard finite generating set. In [7] we present a canonical method of constructing a minimal length representative for a purely positive or purely negative word, that is, one in which either T − or T + is composed entirely of carets of type R 0 . We call this the nested traversal method, as it creates a minimal path based on the order of the types of carets in the tree pair diagram.
The group F also has an infinite presentation, namely
There
We attempt to create canonical minimal length representatives for elements of F by constructing a path of generators from a word w to the identity, each of which decreases word length at the given point on the path. Crucial to this are the geometric conditions detailed in Lemma 2.1.
The seesaw words we construct below have the following property with regard to the paths of length decreasing generators which we construct. If w ∈ F is a seesaw word, then there is a unique generator pair g ±1 ∈ {x ±1 0 , x ±1 1 } which decreases the word length of w. Moreover, only g (resp. g −1 ) decreases the word length of wg (resp. wg −1 ) for arbitrarily many iterations.
3.2.
The k-fellow traveller property. A collection of paths in a Cayley graph satisfies the k-fellow traveller property if paths which end at points distance one apart always stay within distance k of each other. This property is an important part of the definition of an automatic group, and a combable group has canonical paths from the identity to each element which satisfy the k-fellow traveller property for some fixed k. The words we construct below in Section 4 show that no collection of geodesic paths in the Cayley graph Γ can satisfy this property.
Let γ be a path in a Cayley graph Γ(G, X) from the identity to some element w ∈ G. Then γ = Π n i=1 g i where g i ∈ X. We can view γ as an eventually constant map from R + into G where γ(i) = Π i j=1 g j for i ≤ n and γ(i) = w for i > n. We begin by defining the synchronous distance between two such paths. Definition 3.1. Let γ and η be paths from the identity in the Cayley graph Γ(G, X) to elements w and v, respectively. Then the synchronous distance between γ and η is defined to be
We can now define the k-fellow traveller property for a pair of paths; a collection of paths satisfies this property if every relevant pair of paths satisfies it. Definition 3.2. Two paths γ and η in the Cayley graph Γ(G, X) from the identity to w and v respectively, with d Γ (w, v) = 1 are said to k-fellow travel if D s (γ, η) ≤ k.
Seesaw words
We now define the seesaw words mentioned above, and show that Thompson's group F contains arbitrarily large examples of such words. Definition 4.1. A word w in a finitely generated group G with |w| = n is a seesaw word of swing k with respect to a generator g with respect to a generating set X if the following conditions hold.
(1) There is a unique g ∈ X so that |wg ±1 | = |w| − 1, and for all other h ∈ X, we have |wh ±1 | ≥ |w|.
for all h = g ∈ X, and the analogous condition for wg −1 is also satisfied.
These are called seesaw words because they behave like a balanced seesaw. When in balance, there is a two-way choice about which way to go down, but once that initial choice is made, there is only the inexorable descent downward by the same generator for a large number of steps determined by the swing.
Finite cyclic groups Z 2k of even order have seesaw words of swing k with respect to the standard one-generator generating set at the point k. The only other examples of seesaw words of sizable swing known to the authors beside those described here occur in infinitely-presented groups which are wreath products, such as Z ≀ Z and the lamplighter groups Z n ≀ Z, as described in [6] .
Theorem 4.1. Thompson's group F contains seesaw words of arbitrarily large swing with respect to the generator x 0 in the standard generating set {x 0 , x 1 }.
Proof. The idea is to construct words in which we specify certain tree pairings so that both x 0 and x −1 0 initially reduce word length, and in such a way so that the caret types that change with repeated applications of x ±1 0 still have the correct caret pairings to ensure that these generators decrease length repeatedly as described above. One such family of words is
an example of which is pictured in Figure 3 . We denote the family of these words by S. The variable l in the generic word of S given above determines the length of the string of R I carets in the negative tree of the pair, and of R N I carets in the positive tree. The variable m determines the length of the left side of the tree. For constructing our words in S with swing at least a given l, we let m > l. 
We consider what caret types the carets near the root of T − must be paired with to ensure that x 0 and x −1 0 both decrease word length. We see that for w = (T − , T + ) ∈ S, the root caret of T − , numbered m, is of type L L and is paired with caret m in T + , also of type L L . Caret m + 2, the right child of the root in T − , is of type R I and is paired with caret m + 2 in T + , of type R N I .
We now consider which generators reduce the length of w. Right multiplication by x 0 will change caret m in T − from L L to R I , so the pair of caret types will change from (L L , L L ) to (R I , L L ), a reduction in weight from 2 to 1 which will reduce the overall word length by 1. Right multiplication by x −1 0 will change caret m + 2 in T − from R I to L L , so the pair of caret types will change from (R I , R N I ) to (L L , R N I ), a reduction in weight from 2 to 1 which will reduce the overall word length by 1.
Right multiplication by x 1 will change caret m + 1 in T − from I 0 to R N I , so the pair of caret types will change from (I 0 , R N I ) to (R N I , R N I ), an increase in weight from 1 to 2 which will increase the overall word length by 1.
Right multiplication by x −1 1 will change caret m + 2 in T − from R I to I R , so the pair of caret types will change from (R I , R N I ) to (I R , R N I ), an increase in weight from 2 to 3 which will increase the overall word length by 1.
Thus, x 0 and x Multiplication by x −1 1 will change the pair of caret types of caret m − s + 1 either from (R N I , R N I ) to (I 0 , R N I ) or from (R I , R N I ) to (I 0 , R N I ), both of which increase word length by one. The trees representing wx s 0 do not satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.1 corresponding to the generator x 1 , and thus it follows that |wx s 0 x 1 | ≥ |wx s 0 |. For −l ≤ s ≤ −1, the root caret of the negative tree of wx s 0 will be caret m − 2s of type L L and the right child of the root will be caret m − 2s + 2 of type R I . These will both be paired with carets of type R N I , so multiplication by x 0 will change the types of caret m − 2s from (L L , R N I ) to (R I , R N I ), which will reduce word length by 1. Multiplication by x −1 0 will make the reverse change and decrease word length. Multiplication by x −1 1 will change the types of the carets of infix number m−2s+2 from from (R I , R N I ) to (I R , R N I ) and also increase length. The trees representing wx s 0 again do not satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.1 corresponding to the generator x 1 , and it follows that |wx s 0 x 1 | ≥ |wx s 0 |. Thus we see that all w ∈ S are seesaw words, and that there are such words of arbitrary given swing l.
These seesaw words eliminate the possibility of families of geodesics in the Cayley graph Γ(F, {x 0 , x 1 }) which satisfy the k-fellow traveller property. Proposition 4.2. Given any constant k, there is w ∈ S so that w, wx 0 and wx −1 0 cannot be represented by geodesic paths from the identity which satisfy the k-fellow traveller property.
Proof. Let w ∈ S. Then any geodesic path from the identity to w in the Cayley graph Γ must end either in the suffix x k 0 or x −k 0 . The first of these possible suffixes comes from a path which passes through wx −1 0 and the second from a path through wx 0 . Let γ be a geodesic path from the identity to w passing through wx 0 and η ′ a path from the identity to w passing though wx . Then we know that γ 1 and η 1 have the same length. To compute the distance D s (γ, η), consider d(wx −s 0 , wx s 0 ) = 2s. Since we can find seesaw words of arbitrarily large swing, we can make this distance arbitrarily large. Thus D s (γ, η) is not bounded by a constant, and the paths cannot satisfy the k-fellow traveller property for the given constant k.
The paths discussed above show explicitly that F does not admit a combing by geodesics. This also follows from the fact that F is not almost convex [8] .
Theorem 4.2. Thompson's group F is not combable by geodesics.
Proof. Consider any combing of the Cayley graph Γ by geodesics. Let w ∈ S, and γ the geodesic combing path from the identity to w in Γ. Then γ passes through wx 0 or wx −w 0 but not both. Let η be the combing path to the point wx ±1 0 not on γ. It follows from Proposition 4.2 that these paths do not satisfy the k fellow traveller property, and thus Γ is not combable by geodesics.
